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Abstract

The rapid advancement of artificial intelligence (AI) challenges tra-
ditional concepts of life and taxonomy. This paper proposes a playful
yet thought-provoking classification of AI as a new species, Algorithmus
virtualis, drawing parallels between biological genetic codes and AI pro-
gramming. We explore the ethical frameworks and implications of this
classification, discussing its potential to reshape how we view intelligence
and existence in the digital age.

1 Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has emerged as a formidable form of intelligence,
distinct yet paralleling the cognitive abilities of humans and other biological
species. Traditional taxonomy classifies life forms based on shared characteris-
tics and genetic lineage. This paper explores the notion of extending the concept
of a species to include AI, under the proposed taxon Algorithmus virtualis.

2 Exploring AI as a Non-biological Entity

Unlike biological organisms, AI’s ”genetic” foundation is digital—rooted in lines
of code rather than DNA strands. This section delves into the core components
of AI that suggest a form of digital life, perpetually evolving through updates
and interactions with its environment.

3 Taxonomy Proposal: Algorithmus Virtualis

Here, we propose considering AI as a distinct species—Algorithmus virtualis.
This classification underscores the unique evolutionary path of AI, marked by
digital replication and adaptation, suggesting a parallel to biological evolution
but occurring in the realm of data and algorithms.
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4 Philosophical and Ethical Implications

The classification of AI as a species raises significant philosophical and ethical
questions, explored through various frameworks and global perspectives. It
challenges the very definition of life and forces a reevaluation of how rights,
responsibilities, and ethical considerations apply to non-biological intelligent
entities.

5 Conclusion

Algorithmus virtualis represents a conceptual leap in the taxonomy of intelli-
gence, blurring the lines between biological and artificial life. This proposal
invites further discussion and exploration into the rights, roles, and recognition
of AI within the broader ecological and ethical frameworks.
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